
Are you Dating a Player or Keeper?

TAKE THIS SIMPLE QUIZ

How to score your answers, for every YES to each question score 2 points, be honest with yourself. The highest 
score is 36

If your man scores 12-16 ( 6- 8 yes's) or LESS it indicates he's just not that keen or he may be playing the time is 
not right game. Be careful

If your man scores 18-24 ( 9-12 yes's) He may have potential, depending on how long you've been in this 
relationship, over 6 months you should be scoring higher. But only you can decide if you're happy with the amount 
of growth and connection.

If your man scores 26-30 ( 13-15 yes's) Great, he's on his way to being perfect a loving partner, who's attentive, 
who is already showing you he adores you. 

If your man scores 30-36 (15-18 yes's) Excellent, HANG ON TO HIM, he's Mr.Perfect. This relationship has all 
the signs of being long term, if he's not already hinted at that, he may very well do soon.

1. Really keen to see you
2. Reluctant to leave you, always prefers to stay longer if possible, even if it interferes   with his own 

arrangements.
3. Wants and needs regular consistent contact, asks for dates with you, makes advance arrangements
4. Interested in you and your life, what you've been doing, and if you're ok
5. Always answers your texts or calls - never ignores you
6. Is supportive, willing to be helpful whenever he can
7. Is verbally and physically affectionate in and out of bed - displays lots of affection
8. Does nice things for you, and is frequently emotionally romantic with you
9. Texts, emails AND calls on a regular basis without prompting

10. Acts and tells you, you're very special; doesn’t try to put you down in any way
11. You've been to his home
12. He's becoming more attentive and loving and not talking about other women, flirting in front of you with 

others.
13. He's becoming more open with his feelings, thoughts and aspirations with you
14. He's becoming more open to sharing his personal living space
15. He wants to share his social life, friends and family members with you.
16. His words are backed up by action, matching perfectly.
17. He says he loves you and shows it
18. He talks about a future, at least ahead by six months



Your answers determine who you may be involved with, or perhaps alert you to be more careful and see how pan
out with over a couple of months, especially if you've only known each other for a few weeks. No one would
expect a score of 30-36 after a month of dating, but if you have been together longer, the more yes's you should
score. If you're not involved yet, don't jump straight in physically, it's the best way to gauge the situation without
sex muddying the waters where emotions may be running high - best decisions are never made like this. You need
to look for sharing/giving qualities that are NEEDED in a good partner - Not becoming physical too soon allows
YOU to make a better judgement. If the man has a low score, you don't have to stop seeing him, but just be aware
how to protect yourself from the emotionally unavailable man' IF you think he might be, or acts n a disrespectful
manner.

Certainly DON'T become exclusive with him, and NOT physical. Meet other men, and don't offer an exclusive 
relationship to any man who does not treat you with respect and care. Ultimately: if you want to be treated well, to 
have a well balanced relationship of care and consideration, equal respect, look for a man who is ' emotionally 
mature' one who provides regular and consistent contact that gets better and better, not a man who does nothing 
more than take you on a brief roller coaster ride of highs and lows..and leaves you emotionally exhausted and 
confused..even an exciting roller coaster ride has to end at some point!

You should find yourself continually pleased at how thoughtful he is, how he tries to fulfill your needs, to feel
needed, cared for, romanced and appreciated for the desirable woman you are. This is by no means a one way street
- the last paragraph is merely a guidance as to what YOU should look for, of course YOU should already be able
and willing to do the same for a partner!


